Abstract
Introduction
The development of guidance systems for agricultural vehicles receives more and more attention from researchers and manufacturers. The motivations are numerous, since automatic guidance:
-reduces the work arduousness.
-insures an optimal work precision throughout the day and on the whole field. For instance, it enables the exact placement of field inputs (seeds, fertilizers, pesticides,. . .). -allows to operate wider tools at higher speeds, and therefore it can increase productivity. Many experiments have been conducted and reported in the literature. They can be classified into 2 categories, according to the kind of sensor to be used.
The first category uses relative information. Figure 1 , is now a farm tractor.
The second category uses absolute information. State We first derive the kinematic model of a farm tractor. Then, the design of a nonlinear, velocity independent, curved path following control law is detailed.
Next, the estimation of the tractor heading from GPS information is discussed. Finally experimental results are displayed.
Modelisation
From a practical point of view, the tractor and the tool can be considered as a tricycle model of length 1 with a controlled front wheel, see Figure 2 . The tractor is assumed to move on a horizontal ground. We propose here to describe its configuration with respect to the path C to be followed, rather than with respect to an absolute frame [A, X A , YA). For this purpose, let us denote by 0 the center of the tractor rear axle, and by M , the point on C which is the closest to 0 (see Figure 2) . The vehicle configuration is then described without ambiguity by the state vector X = (5, y, Two control variables are available, namely U = ( U , 6)T: -U: linear velocity at point 0 (the control variable is actually the rear wheels rotation velocity, from which the value of U can be inferred).
-6: orientation of the front wheel.
We have derived the vehicle kinematic model according to the following assumptions:
-the tractor and the tool are a unique rigid body, -the tractor moves according to pure rolling and non slipping conditions. They are quite common among mobile robots community: the former implies that an instantaneous rotation center exists. 
Control law design
The control objective is to ensure the convergence of the tractor to the reference path C.-In view of section 2, we want state variables y and 8 to be brought and kept equal to 0. Moreover, control law performances are expected to be independent from tractor velocity v. This control variable is here considered as a parameter whose value will be managed according to the application. v may be constant or time-varying. The tractor model (1) is clearly nonlinear. In [l] , the authors propose to linearize it around the equilibrium y = 4 = 0, in order that celebrated linear systems theory could be used. In this case, control design does not rely on the actual tractor model, but on an approximated one. Recent advances in Control theory have established that mobile robots models can be converted into almost linear models, namely chained forms, in an exact way, see [lo] for instance.
Such an approach is attracting since it allows us to use, for a large part, linear systems theory, while still relying upon the actual nonlinear tractor model. It is detailed hereafter.
The general chained form dedicated to systems with three states and two inputs is written as (see [lo] ):
with A = (aI,a2, and M = ( r n~, m z )~ 
The last 2 equations of system (4) constitute clearly a linear system. More generally, a n-dimensional chained system exhibits a n -1-dimensional linear subsystem.
Let us now convert tractor model (1) into chained form. Since control law performances are expected to be independent from the tractor velocity, the variable al, which drives the evolution of the linear system (4), should be homogeneous at the distance covered by the tractor. A natural choice is then:
Consequently, variables a2 and a3 have to be related to y and 8 in an invertible way. For the sake of simplicity, let us choose : a2 = y (6) Straightforward computations show then that the nonlinear tractor model (1) can actually be converted into chained forms (2) or (4) from the starting choices (5)-(6). More precisely, we can show successively that : Control design can now be completed in a very simple way: since chained form (4) is linear, we are led to choose the following virtual control law:
As a matter of fact, reporting (12) in (4), leads to:
which implies that both a2 and a3 converge to zero.
The same conclusion holds for y and 6 in view of (10).
Reference path following is therefore achieved. Moreover, since the evolution of the error dynamics (13) is driven by a1 = s, the gains (Kd, K p ) impose a settling distance instead of a settling time. Consequently, for a given initial error, the tractor trajectory will be identical, whatever the value of v is, and even if v is time-varying. Control law performances are therefore velocity independent, as desired. Ultimately, reporting (12) into (11) provides us with the actual control law expression:
In many applications, the reference path C is a straight line, i.e. 
Since control law (14) is not bounded, actuator saturation could occur. We are allowed to bound the virtual control law (12) to any arbitrary value: since chained form (4) consists in a double integrator, its asymptotic stability is still insured, see [ll]. Nevertheless, in view of (14), the boundedness of m3 leads to those of 6 only if the reference path curvature c(s) exhibits some good properties. They are of course satisfied in the straight line case, i.e. when c(s) = 0. In the forthcoming experimentations, control law (12) has been saturated by means of a sigmoid function:
1 -e-kms(az+s) m%aat(a2,a3) = K1 + e -k m 3 ( a 2 ,~3 ) (16) Once saturated virtual control law (16) has been reported into (ll), parameter K can be tuned so as to ensure that maxv,,ve IS(y, 8)( remains inferior to actuator limitation dma,. Finally, we must choose k = s in order that m3, sat(a2, as) rn m3(u2, a3) when a2 and a3 are small.
State reconstruction

f 4
The only exteroceptive sensor embarked on the tractor is a CP-DGPS. It has been located on the top of the cabin, straight up the point 0. Absolute position and velocity of that point, which is the tractor control, point (see Figure 2) , are then available in a direct way. In addition, this location is on the highest part of the tractor, and therefore the suitest place to see as many satellites as possible.
Cont_rol law (14) requires realtime measurement of y and 0. The value of the former variable can be obtained straightforwardly: from the absolute position of point 0, provided by the GPS, and the knowledge of the reference path C, we can infer the location of point M , and therefore the value of y.
The value of 8 is more complex to derive. Under the pure rolling and non-slipping assumptions, the tractor heading with respect to the absolute frame L is the scalar Kalman gain, to be chosen with respect to the sensor noise features. 8y denotes the direct measurement of 8, according to (18), at time tk = kT.
Experimentations
The farm tractor and its tool are depicted on Figure 1 . The CP-DGPS receiver is a Dassault-Sercel dual frequency "Aquarius 5002" unit. Its claimed accuracy is about 1 centimeter, and its upper sampling frequency is 10 Hertz. The control law (14) has been implemented in high level language (C++) on a Pentium based computer.
Step responses
Although a step path is not common in agriculture, we have used the step response to check the behaviour of our closed loop system. Step responses at different velocities On Figure 3 , the upper plot shows the three step responses, while the lower plot depicts the tractor raw velocity, as computed by the GPS receiver. One can check that the three step responses almost perfectly overlap: as expected, the trajectory is independent from tractor velocity, even when v is varying during the step. Moreover, the 15 meter settling distance, specified when tuning the control parameters, 'We have chosen (Kd, K p ) = (0.6, 0.09) in order that the error dynamics (13) presents a double pole located at the value 0.3. Linear control tools ensure then that the settling distance is 15 meters, as it was specified.
is actually achieved. If we investigate path following accuracy, the results appear also quite satisfactory: once the tractor is following a straight line (i.e. when x, > 70 meters), the bias pv between the tractor trajectory and the reference path, as well as the tractor standard deviation from the mean trajectory cg, are both very small: pv < 2.7 cm and av < 3.1 cm. 
Curved path following
The first experiments reported below consist in a sinusoidal path following. Sine curves are definitely not common trajectories in agricultural tasks. Nevertheless, they are significantly different from straight lines, and therefore can be seen as a convincing test when investigating the performances of curved path following control law (14).
Period and peak to peak amplitude of the sinusoidal reference path are respectively 20 meters and 60 centimeters. The values of the control and Kalman parameters Kd, K p and L are identical to those used in step response experiments. At initial time, the tractor is 60 centimeters far from the reference path. Its velocity is constant: v = 6 km.h-'. 
